
INTEROFFICE 

Sensitivity: COMPANY CONFIDENTIAL

TO:

TO:

TO:

TO:

Mary McGehee ORL 
William Bostwick ORL 
Bob Snyder ORL 
Douglas Outlaw TAL

CC: Diana Coleman TAL

MEMORANDUM

Date: 29-Feb-1996 02:33pm EST
From: William Bostwick ORL

BOSTWICK_W

Dept: Central District Office

Tel No: 407/894-7555

SUNCOM: 325-3327

( MCGEHEE_M )

( BOSTWICK_W )

( SNYDER_B )

( OUTLAW_D @ A1 @ DER )

( COLEMAN D @ A1 @ DER )

Subject: Re: Chemical Conservation Corporation public notice

They will not be protected since the notice was not on the same day as 
the application as required by FS. They therefore are and will remain 
in violation of the STATUTE.
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Date: 28-Feb-1996 01:35pm EST
From: Mary McGehee ORL

MCGEHEE M
Dept: Central District Office
Tel No: 407/894-7555

SUNCOM: 325-2279

TO; William Bostwick ORL

TO: Bob Snyder ORL

TO; Douglas Outlaw TAL

CC; Diana Coleman TAL

( BOSTWICK_W )

( SNYDER_B )

( OUTLAW_D @ A1 @ DER )

( COLEMAN_D @ A1 @ DER )

Subject: Chemical Conservation Corporation public notice

Talked with Diana about the public notice requirement for Chemcon's permit 
modification.

Just to update those of you who are not aware, Chemcon was issued a construction 
permit (3/19/93) to add a tank farm and fuel blending operation. They were also 
changing the configuration of their container storage unit and wanted to bulk 
F006 sludge. We have had several meetings with the facility where they conveyed 
the desire to modify the construction permit. They proposed relocating the 
tank farm and establishing a tank dedicated to adjust the pH and submitted a 
permit modification for this on 11/3/95. It was not public noticed at that 
time.

When the waste comes into Chemcon they assume the generator responsibility and 
the waste is manifested off as Chemcon generated waste, that is why we felt the 
generator would be allowed to conduct elementary neutralization in a 
tank/container. However, in reviewing the application they are also including 
an air stripper to treat VOC's as well as a sludge press and possible carbon 
absorption unit.

My question to Diana was if we could public notice at this stage in the game.
She said the public notice is more to protect the facility and any petition 
filed must be within the time frame of the public notice.

I'm drafting Chemcon a letter today requesting they make public notice of the 
modification ASAP. Does anyone want to comment?

Thanks 1 

Mary



Date: 2/15/96 2:07:38 PM
From: Mary McGehee ORL
Subject: Chemcon Site Visit
To: See Below

I will be going to Chemcon on February 20th (somewhere around 1:00) to 
walk through their entire operation.

Patricia Malloy will be explaining how the waste comes in, their data 
management tracking system, the consolidation operation, storage codes 
& locations, and finS disposal activities.

Anyone who would like to join me is welcome. If you would really like 
to go but this is not a good time I will be happy to reschedule to 
accommodate, but please let me know ASAP.

Thanks!

Mary

To: Bob Snyder ORL
To: Jennifer Hobbs ORL
To: Lu Burson ORL
To: Bill Kappler ORL
To: Chris Aoussat ORL
To: John White ORL


